Distinguished Cyber Intelligence & Security Speaker Series (Safe Mode)
Wednesday, October 28th, 9:00-10:00am PT, Webinar
Register at: https://erau.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_hn-KSjHeT5SDDtlxLfoAWQ
It’s the National Cybersecurity Awareness Month! The College of Security and Intelligence (CSI) is
excited to have Dr. Kevin Jones, Airbus Group CISO, as our virtual Distinguished Cyber Intelligence
and Security (CIS) Speaker on Oct. 28th, 9am-10am PT. He will join us virtually all the way from the
United Kingdom. Please mark your calendars for this interactive webinar!
Speaker: Dr. Kevin Jones
Dr. Kevin Jones is the Group Chief Digital/Information Security Officer
(CISO) at Airbus, responsible for the digital security program including;
risk management, design architecture, red team, detection and response,
plus cyber security research & innovation, across; IT, Industrial Control
Systems (ICS), people and product security domains. He provides strategic,
organizational, and technical programs in digital security.
Kevin’s an industry recognized expert in offensive and defensive cyber
security, ICS and safety-critical system security, and recently in strategic and
senior leadership roles. He’s published over 50 articles, holds multiple patents, and regularly engages
with the security community and businesses on implementing best in class digital security programs.
He is the industry Chair of the UK National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) ICS Community of
Interest and member of the associated expert group. He’s a recognized thought leader and innovation,
plus a frequent public speaker; on cyber security, security innovation, and the protection of safety
crucial systems / critical national infrastructure. In addition, he’s an advisor to numerous cyber security
research programs and events. Kevin is an advocate and champion for cyber security in academia,
development of cyber skills and for multi-disciplinary research. He’s a founding member of
CyberWales representing the cyber security ecosystem across Wales and on the International stage.
Title: Cyber Security Trends in Global Enterprise: The Airbus Insights
Abstract: In a world of rapid digital transformation of the enterprise, and evolving cyber threats, how
do you protect a modern distributed and large-scale organization such as Airbus from cyber
attacks? This talk presents the emerging trends in the cyber security industry, and how companies
such as Airbus are implementing digital security programs at scale, across both IT and industrial
manufacturing environments, to address the modern security risks. The talk will focus on the latest
threats and security solutions available to protect the interconnected enterprise and the
implementation of a modern digital security program.
We’re now a DHS and NSA designated National Center of Academic Excellence for Cyber Defense
Education (CAE-CDE) and offer one of a select few ABET accredited cybersecurity programs in the
world. Join us and help secure future transportation systems and other critical infrastructure sectors!
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